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Changjiao community, mountain area of south-west Fujian province, has the 
famous World Heritage-Fujian Hakka Earth Building. The place is mainly inhabited 
by Hakka people, but also some Minnan people.The Hakka surname Jian, and Minnan 
people's surname is Wang. Why this place only the two families co-exist is a very 
interesting question . So, from the angle of historical anthropology , this thesis intends 
to solve the problem.To study families coexistence pattern of this region is the thesis 
main issues. 
As a geographic location, the south-west Fujian province contains of the border 
area of Zhangzhou with Tingzhou. Many scholars have studied the phenomenon of the 
local ethnic. They focus on researching Zhang’s family, zhuang’s family, and xiao’s 
family, but few studies at Jian. It has not seen a systematic investigation and study, 
only sporadic reports of the records and slice speech existed. Therefore, the case study 
of Jian have an important academic value and historical significance.  
In brief, this thesis describes the historical process of social change and 
construction in changjiao. Through discussing the phenomenon of coexistence and 
competition between the Jian clan and Wang clan, revealing the junction of Minnan 
and Hakka clans live model features, and the relationship between social construction 
and development in this region. This thesis is full of local literature and oral history 
data, which help us further understand the social evolution and the process of 
formation of the area of south-west Fujian province. In this process, also sketched out 
the Changjiao clan community formation, development and evolution. 
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